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Rábaköz is one typical small region of the Little Plain (Kisalföld), it consists of Kapuvári-sík and
Csornai sík. From south and east it is surrounded by river Rába and from the west river Répce.
River Rába built the surface and gave the chance for the life with the good quality lands and
rich grass pastures.
Szigetköz is a small region surrounded by Old-Danube and Moson-Danube. The rivers romantic
water labyrinths offer lots of experience for the water loving tourists. This is the biggest island of
Hungary which is 375 km2.

DARNÓHÚS
The company has a 23-year-old history in Darnózseli. It
was a long and difficult journey to become the company
which we know today. On the offer list there are more
than 25 products which won Hungarian Quality Product
Award.
The company’s goal is to be unique. They don’t want to
compete with the cheap products’ prices of the food
market because today’s big price competitions spoil the
quality of the food and repress the healthy food status.
Darnóhús’ belief is to produce only from the best
ingredients with well skilled colleagues. The company
bring the environment preservation to the fore during the
production by using modern technologies.

RANYÁK HORTICULTURE
István Ranyák and his wife started horticulture in 1992.
Most of their products are sold on markets, in villages
and their own small shop. In parallel with the start of
arable crops and horticulture, meeting all requirements
machinery and refrigerator system were made. There
are 6 greenhouses, in their family garden, from which 2
can be heated for seedlings production. Nowadays, 5
employees working on the 80-hectar fields.

DUNASZIGET VEGETABLE COMMUNITY
The community operates for five years according to
a French agricultural model. A competent family
provide the vegetable needs of the families living
nearby. In this little biodynamical working farm they
produce in the spirit of environment protection. The
members of the community organized around the
farm are the partners of it so they share the goods.
As a result of trust, commitment, partnership and
expertise families can take home baskets with full of
varied, fresh, local, chemical and fertilizer free
vegetables.

SZIGETKÖZ LELKE PÁLINKAHÁZ (SPIRIT OF SZIGETKÖZ PÁLINKA)
It was found in 2009. This classic manufactory was
built as an exhibition brewery, where the procedure
of pálinka distillation can be perfectly monitored
from the fruits to the distillate. The factory is
committed to the high quality and premium pálinka
production. In the company the tradition, modern
technology and the renewable expertise are
combined. The owner Ferenc Rácz’s high expertise
and the humility to the pálinka production ensures
the visitors about that they not just taste pálinka but
the spirit of the fruit.

